RIVER: CLASS II(+) - III(+)
Kayak and rafting workshops. Equipment included.
Participants: over 14 years old.
Limited spaces.
Payment method in installments.

WHO WE
ARE
We are Teachers of Physical Education who love life in the nature
and white water kayaking and rafting.
We enjoy the unique experience that descending the rivers gives us.
We enjoy the relationship with the natural environment that the
opportunity and also of the interpersonal relationships that are
forged in and out of the water.
Camaraderie and constant good will are our strength and
the values to transmit.

WHICH IS
THE MODALITY
Theoretical and practical workshops on white water kayaking and initial level
rafting.
Rowing techniques, guidance and basic safety.
For this special edition of Solar Eclipse 2020, we will enjoy that day
experiencing the spectacular experience of descending the river during a
solar eclipse unique in this region.
The previous days, there where classes of rowing techniques, handling of the
boat, basic guidance and safety in selected river sectors especially descending
and enjoying the river in raft rafting and ducky (inflatable kayak) or white water
kayak (depending on whose choice participate and level).

Location: Aluminé, Neuquén.
River: Aluminé. Class II (+) and III (+)
Date: Saturday, December 12, 1:00 p.m. to Monday, December 14, 3:00 p.m.
Or until the eclipse ends!

WHICH ARE THE
CONDITIONS
Know how to swim and be over 14 years old (those under 18 must be
authorized and accompanied by a senior responsible).

WHAT INCLUDES
-EQUIPMENT: elements for the river: kayaks, raft, duckies and paddles.
Vests life jacket and helmet. Wetsuit is included for those who participate
rafting, while for those who go kayaking, the cost of the suit will be of
ar$ 1500 for the three days.
-STAFF: We are ACA kayak and rafting instructors, rescuers by the ARAFIRIA and IRF, and kayak and rafting guides by the IRF. We are trained to
instruct, guide and provide security on and off the river.
-DOES NOT INCLUDE TRANSPORTATION (EVEN INTERNAL TRANSPORTATION):
due to the regulations of established by the COVID-19 Pandemic, we will not
provide this service and will be in charge of the participants the transfer to the
entry and exit of the river during the Camp.
-SECURE.

WHAT THEY
SHOULD WEAR
For the river: lace-up or adjustable closed-back sneaker shoes (not Crocs or
flip flops or sandals.), neoprene socks or 3 (three) pairs of thermal socks,
swimsuit (mesh), thermal shirts.
Warm clothing (preferably thermal), rain gear (jacket or pilot),
complete change of clothes.
Personal hygiene items.
Sunscreen.
Personal first-aid kit (in case you need a prescription medicine).
Extra food for intervals: cereal bars, nuts (chestnuts, almonds, peanuts,
walnuts, raisins, etc.), nougat, etc.

Recommendation: if you have equipment for the river (wetsuit, dry jacket or
pants, mittens, skirt or cock-pit cover, life jacket, helmet, etc.) we
recommend wearing it for your comfort.

FORM OF
JOB
Theoretical and practical workshops will be given in groups, depending on
the boat that they have chosen (raft, ducky, or kayak), although we will enter
the river at the same time. And the river will be descended according to the
previous experiences of each one, at the level they present and the diagnosis
of the instructors and guides.
It is our goal that they get the experience of navigating a Class II and III river
in the boat they prefer and get them to learn the basics to do it safely and
enjoy.

QUOTES
Kayak: 8 people
Rafting: 4 people
Price per person:
Kayak and duckie mode:
ar$ 8500.
ar$ 6500 (if they have a kayak and complete equipment.)
Neoprene suit rental:
ar$ 1500.
Rafting mode:
ar$ 7000 (includes complete equipment).
Note: the rafting service will be provided if the quota of 4 people is completed.

WAY TO PAY
Cash. In case of making transfers, communicate to agree on the data
of the account to be transferred.
MercadoPago: 5% interest. Paypal
To reserve your place you must pay 20%, without exception. There will be no
returns if you suspend your reservation between 15 days before the date of the
event.

INFORMATION APART
FOR COVID-19
Who can use our services?
Due to the events produced by the Pandemic caused by the COVID-19 virus,
we see ourselves in the need to clarify that we will be strict and responsible in
this regard, attending to all the rules and suggestions issued by government
agencies.
Therefore, we will make it clear that they will not be able to participate in
Camp Aluminé 2020:
Those people who show symptoms of Coronavirus and / or who have been
in close contact during the last 14 days before the Camp with people
confirmed or suspected of possessing them.
Those who show symptoms of any other disease respiratory (flu, cold, etc.).

Also, and according to the protocols that govern us within the province of
Neuquén,
we reserve the right of admission and permanence of those people who
present symptoms compatible with the aforementioned disease during the
development of the Camp or that they refuse to comply with the safety protocols
and good behaviors stipulated to reduce the risk of contagion of the disease.

CONTACT US
Aye Pacheco: +54 9 299 154057156
Nico Martínez: +54 9 299 156345599
kayakco.kayak.rafting
Kayakcö
kayakco@hotmail.com
www.kayakco.com.ar

